
Description
Environmentally friendly concrete curing membrane. 
A blue grade version is also available to help in 
identification during application.

Advantages
• Economical and easy to use.
• Tinted grade available to assist identification during
 application.
• Prevents premature drying out of the concrete 
 surface reducing the risks of surface cracking and 
 reducing the risk of surface dusting.
• Improves the durability of the concrete surface.
• Silane compatible, guaranteed not to adversely 
 affect the bond of subsequent coatings, screeds or 
 renders.

Directions For Use
For freshly cast surfaces – Apply as soon as final 
tamping or trowelling has been finished. If surface 
water is present a second application is desirable as
soon as the surface water has evaporated. Make sure 
the correct rate is used to avoid ponding as it may
glaze the surface of the concrete.

For surfaces struck from shuttering – Flood coat with 
water as soon as the formwork is struck, apply the 
chosen grade as soon as the water has run off. If this is 
not carried out it is possible that the curing compound
will be “sucked” below the concrete surface leaving the
surface unprotected. If the Tinted grade has been used 
UV light may not be able to act upon the “fugitive dye” 
thus leaving the concrete with a permanent colour. This 
advice is applicable whatever grade you may be using.

Note: Care should be taken that over spray does not get 
onto paint or glass as it may cause permanent damage 
if not rinsed off immediately.

Technical Data

Packaging
rbs Greencure WB is available in 5L, 20L & 200L 
containers. IBC’s are available on request.

Storage
Store in dry, frost free conditions. Away from heat 
and direct sunlight. Keep containers tightly closed. 
rbs Greencure WB has a shelf life of 1 year in sealed 
container when stored as recommended.

Health & Safety
When working with rbs Greencure WB suitable 
protective clothing, eye/face protection and gloves 
should be worn.

Important Note
Whilst all reasonable care is taken in compiling technical
data on the Company’s products, all recommendations 
or suggestions regarding the use of such products are 
made without guarantee, since the conditions of use 
are beyond the control of the Company.

It is the responsibility of the customer to satisfy himself 
that each product is fit for the purpose for which he 
intends to use it, that the actual conditions of use are 
suitable, and that in the light of our continual research 
and development programme the information relating 
to each product has not been superseded

rbs Greencure WBrbs Greencure WB

Colour Clear or tinted blue

Coverage 5-6 sq.mts per litre should be sufficient

Resapol Ltd
Unit D4, Moss Industrial Estate , Walter Leigh Way, 
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www.resapol.com

For more information on the Resapol Foundation, please visit 
our website at www.resapol.com.
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The information given on this sheet is, to the best of our knowledge, 
true and accurate. No guarantee of the results implied, or any loss 
or damage arising out of this material, however, are possible as 
the conditions of application are beyond our control. This is not 
withstanding any liability arising from the Consumer Protection Act 
1987 and the Health & Safety at Work Act. Health and Safety data is 
available on this product and should be referred to prior to its use


